Reliability and durability of pipeline tubes are mainly affected by repeated alternative pressure, the processes of corrosion and erosion. These phenomena cause degradation of material on the internal surface of the tube. However the traditional methods (experimental and theoretical) of investigation of such damage processes are developed as if these processes acted separately, independently from each other. There are some works in which the joint effect of two phenomena is observed: corrosion-mechanical fatigue and erosive corrosion (or corrosive erosion). Meanwhile in reality the processes of mechanical fatigue, corrosion and hydro erosion act simultaneously and develop in the same part of the tube.
INTRODUCTION
At present when serviceability of oil pipelines is analysed, the internal pressure is commonly treated as a static load. Yet, individual publications are known [1] which show that pressure in the tube is low-cyclic in reality during oil pipelining.
If the process loading in the pipeline is studied during a sufficiently long period, such as one year (Figure 1 ), it appears that internal pressure variations can in no way be qualified as stationary. 
TEST PROCEDURE
Fatigue resistance of tube steel 17ГС has been investigated after its long use. tests for fatigue. The long measured specimens of rectangular cross-section replicated its shape, they were of two types: I (basic metal) and II (welded joint) (Figure 2) . A vibrostand ЭГВ-10/200 served to perform the tests. The shortcut method was employed to perform the tests (USSR Invention 1762182). The tests were performed using the "up-and-down" procedure to accelerate experimental assessment of the parameters of distribution function of fatigue limit of specimens. Totally 140 specimens were subjected to the up-and-down tests.
TEST RESULTS
After long operation the fatigue limit of the basic metal reduced by 14.9 %. The fatigue limit of welded joints reduced by 9.5 % [2, 3] .
An effort has been made to assess at least indirectly the effect of the corrosion factor into the total degradation of the fatigue resistance of tube steel after 34 years in operation. During the statistical tests of the specimens it was established that the number of fatigue cracks in the working cross section turned out to be significantly different on the outer and inner surfaces of the tube, though loading conditions were quite identical. Figure 3 shows corresponding data from which the following conclusions can be made. First, the specimens of the initial metal show that the extent of damage on the inner tube surface (17%) is significantly smaller than that on the outer surface (83%). After operation the pattern reverses: 60% of the damage is on the inner surface versus 40% on the outer surface. It can be explained by corrosion damage and, hence, by the softening of the inner surface due to long exposure to fluid oil. In fact, wall thickness of the tube after long operation thinned by 13 % due to the evolution of corrosive-erosion processes. . (1) Here σ is cyclic stresses on the inner side surface of the tube, T Σ is the temperature conditioned by all sources of heat, 
conditioned by cyclic and frictional stresses, R T/M is the parameter of interactions between damages that are governed by thermal and mechanical loads, U 0 is the energy of activation of the fracture process.
The criterion (1) gives the formula for calculation of the limiting state σ -1lim of the tube material with regard to the effect of main factors.
( )
where v ch -the rate of corrosion in a given environment; v ch(T) , v ch(τ) -the rate of corrosion in the same environment due to thermal and frictional effects, respectively; b e -the coefficients that allow for the processes of corrosive erosion; m v -the parameters determining the electrochemical activity of materials during force (index σ), frictional (index τ) and thermodynamic (index T) loading, σ -1ch -limiting stresses of tube steel in oil, τ d , T d -frictional and thermal ultimate stresses. Let us note that
The main conclusion that follows from the equation (2) with allowance for (5) is that corrosion-erosion aggravation 
The experimental results given above and in work [2, 3] provide a convincing support to this conclusion.
> < A detailed analysis of formulae (1) - (4) and methods of definition are given in the report.
